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■Application

・As the dimension is compatible with stock injector, it
can be installed to stock delivery pipe directly.
・Injection hole is 2 holes type with taper modification
that improves injection spray.
・Injection directions are adjusted to target to intake
valves so that injection can be directly sprayed in to
cylinders. It prevents delay of air / fuel ratio and improves
throttle response.
・By 2 injection direction design, fuel comes through
surface of ports are less than one hole type. It improves
mixture condition  and black smoke during acceleration
will be reduced.

*Limitation of stock injector of R35 GT-R (VR38DETT) is
about 570ps. For further horsepower, large size injector
is required.
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・High impedance (About 14Ω)
・2 holes taper
・700cc (@350kPa)
*The shape of coupler is the same
as stock injector. No modification is
required for installation.

* Stock pressure of R35 GT-R is 350kPa.
   It is 650cc at 300kPa.

Stock vs HKSStock vs HKSStock vs HKSStock vs HKS

Stock HKS
Part Number 16600-JF00A 14002-AN002
Injection volume 565cc 700cc
Max. Volume (@350kPa) 620cc 770cc
Max. Horsepower 570ps 650ps
Injection hole 12 holes taper 2 holes taper
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700
Top feed /
High
impedance

VR38DETT Yellow Round 2(Taper) 1350 14002-AN002


